
Abstract
Mobile ad hoc networks (MANETs) are temporal networks 
consists of wireless interface, dynamic connection establishment 
without pre-existing infrastructure, low power, dynamic topology 
and self organized nodes. Security and reliability play major 
role on selection of a node for packet forwarding. In this paper 
we proposed a new approach to select the best-fit next node 
selection process. The proposed algorithm is novel, because it 
selects the next node which is farthest, reliable and efficient at 
the same time with minimum computation requirement. 
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I. Introduction
In recent years the concern over the security of computer 
networks has been widely discussed and popularized. The 
discussion has, however, typically involved only static and 
wired networking while the mobile or ad-hoc networking 
issues have not been handled extensively. The emergence 
of such new networking approaches sets new challenges 
even for the fundamentals of routing since the mobile ad-hoc 
networks (MANET) are significantly different from the wired 
networks. Moreover, the traditional routing protocols of the 
Internet have been designed for routing the traffic between 
wired hosts connected to a static backbone; thus, they cannot 
efficiently applied to ad hoc networks because the basic idea 
of such networks is mobility with dynamic topology and routing. 
Until recently, ad hoc networks have had limited applications 
in real life, but due to the increasing popularity of wireless 
networks, it is expected that ad hoc networks will play a 
significant role in commercial applications. However, before 
any major deployment, several difficult problems where not 
all the techniques for conventional wired or wireless networks 
are applicable need to be addressed. These problems include: 
routing, scalability, quality of service and security. Security 
poses a particular challenge as often some of the nodes in the 
network are resource constrained. This implies that schemes 
which may provide strong security solutions but cause severe 
computational and memory overhead, such as those using 
public key cryptosystem, are not suitable for these networks. 
On the other hand, some authentication schemes that require 
less computation either provide limited security or are difficult 
to implement in practice. Furthermore, most of the secure 
routing protocols focus on authentication. For a reliable network 
functioning, authentication and non-repudiation are required, 
not only for reliablelity check but also to identify and record 
the malicious nodes.[10, 12, 13, 16].

In many security oriented protocols for ad hoc networks, 
confidentiality and data integrity (mandatory requirements) 
have been either ignored or only partially considered and 

require further setup. With the rapid development of wireless 
lightweight devices such as mobile phones, PDAs, laptops and 
wireless equipment, the potential and importance of ubiquitous 
computing, and particularly mobile ad hoc networking, have 
become visible. MANETs are an occasional infrastructure-
less network, formed by a set of wireless mobile hosts that 
dynamically establish their own network on the fly, without 
relying on any central administration. In other words, MANETs 
dynamically handle the joining or leaving of nodes in the network 
by self-organizing. This is a challenging task, since these 
devices have limited resources (CPU, storage, energy, etc.). 
Moreover, the network’s environment has some features that 
add extra complications, such as the nodes mobility bringing 
about frequent topology changes, as well as the unreliability 
and the limited bandwidth of wireless channels. Therefore, the 
security services of MANETs have a little bit different from other 
networks. The goal of these services is to protect information 
and resources from attacks (hijacking, sleep deprivation 
torture, denial of service, and misbehavior unauthorized or 
self-centered behavior). MANETs can be rapidly deployed and 
reconFig. d where the communication infrastructure is either 
unavailable or destroyed. However, it is confronted with many 
challenges too, such as the mobility of hosts, the dynamic 
topology, the multi-hop nature in transmission, the limited 
bandwidth and battery, etc. So, the study of MANET (Mobile 
Adhoc NETwork) is a very demanding and challenging task. [9, 
10, 11, 13, 14, 15, 16]

Fig.1: multi-hoping in MANETs 

Multi-hopping mechanism of MANETs is basically connection 
between nodes in its respective regions in terms of hops 
(no of nodes to reach the destination). From sender to final 
destination node packet travels through different intermediate 
nodes, which are selected by the network for forwarding the 
packet. Here number of hopes equals to number of nodes 
traveled by the packet. Fig 1. Shows the typical diagram of 
packet traveling through multi-hopping. The entire performance 
of network depends upon the next node (hop) selection. It’s 
better to check the behavior of next node before use it for 
packet forwarding. In this paper a new algorithm is proposed, 
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based on “check before communication” CBC policy means if 
efficiency and reliability of next node check first before packet 
forwarding may reduce dynamicity of topology/routing, packet 
drop and unreliable node behavior problem with the increasing 
in performance, communication time and bandwidth utilization 
aspects. [12,13]

II. Previous work
[1] Multicasting used for one to many and many to many 

node communications. Performance of MAODV (multicast 
ad hoc on demand distance vector routing protocol) and 
ODMRP (on demand multicast routing protocol) are 
evaluated in terms of PDR (packet delivery ratio and 
latency). It observed that MAODV performs well in case of 
large area and ODMRP performs better in high speed. 

[2] A certificate based protocol named ARAN is proposed to 
reduce security threats to AODV and DSR and avoid all 
identified attacks. 

[3] A new protocol MOCA (mobile certificate authority) based 
on PKI (public key infrastructure) and CA (certificate 
authority) proposed for efficient communication.

[4] For multi-hop network a new mobile intrusion detection 
system (MIDS) is proposed, which efficiently detect the 
misbehavior, packet drop and delay by appointing a special 
node (monitor) in the network. 

[5] Proposed a hierarchical communication model to study 
the multi-hop communication and control malicious node 
activities.

[6] An integrated network architecture is designed for 
multiple MANETs accessing cellular IP and an integration 
routing protocol to connect cellular IP to MANETs is also 
proposed. 

[7] Briefly discuss the MANETs functionality and beautifully 
listing the architecture and limitation of MANETs for the 
past decade.

[8] An efficient power saving protocol (p-MANET) is proposed to 
reduce the power consumption and transmission latency 
by offering new foundation (MAC) layer power saving 
protocol.  

[9] A novel algorithm is proposed for selecting best neighbor 
node in multicast MANETs named BNNSA (best neighbor 
node selection algorithm). 

[10] An excellent, multicast efficient routing protocol named 
MOMENTAP is proposed.

In this paper a new algorithm is designed for next node 
selection to enhances the quality of next node selection 
method for MANETs. For packet forwarding the proposed 
algorithm select the next node with respect to its distance 
fron sender node, power backup and reliability, which  reduces 
the overall communication head and improves the reliability 
of communication in a multi-hop environment. 

III. Proposed work
Before elaborating the proposed algorithm first discuss some 
pre-required arrangements / Processes. Network manages 
some tables and formats in the process of selecting next 
node. 

A. Beacons call
In MANETs whenever a node wants to communicate it first 
release a beacon_ request packet to all the nodes within its 
radio range and the recipients reply with a beacon_reply packet. 
In beacon_request packet with source and destination address 

additional IR field (information required field)1 is sanded which 
demands the recipient to supply the required information (first 
time it demands to supply the remaining battery duration of 
the node) and beacon_reply packet reply with the RBL field 
(remaining battery life, e.g. in seconds) to show the remaining 
time of charged battery of the node. 

Fig.2: shows a) broadcasting beacon request packet b) 
releasing beacon_reply packet and c) shows the packet header 
of beacon_request, beacon_reply packets.

B. Network awareness Table (timestamp)  NATts 
Sender node maintains a network awareness table with current 
timestamps; this table contains the information about the 
neighbor nodes collected from beacon_reply packet. The nodes 
are arranged in the decreasing order of their distance from 
the sender node (distance is estimated by the signal strength 
of beacon_reply packet). Generally weakest the signal means 
farthest the distance. For every communication the sender 
node defines Minimum Qualifying power value (MQp)2 depends 
on the length of the transmitting data and communication 
duration required. Sender node defines the value of the MQp, 
means the next node (selection) bettry power should be higher 
then defined Minimum Qualifying power value (MQp). The NATts 
table enrolls only that nodes having RBL > MQp .  
Table 1. Shows the NATts format (Ports no. are arranged in 
decreasing in distance from sender node )

C. RnR Table
A reliable –unreliable table (RnR)3 is maintained, which 
contains the list of reliable and unreliable nodes with respect 
to their IP address and port number. Whenever a node 
experience multicast, multi-hop communication the behavior 
of node travels (during packet transmission) is reported in RnR 
table.  The reliable node information is stored in R column 
and information about unreliable, malicious etc. is recorded 
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in nR column which is further communicated to the nodes of 
its multicast group.  

Table 2 shows the format of RnR

D. CVP (certificate verification packet) 
For a new node (not found in RnR table) a special packet is 
transmitted to the node for providing the off line verification 
certificate and the new node supplies the verification certificate 
generated by its parent node. This certificate gives the guaranty 
of geniuses and reliability of the bearer node and RnR table 
updated with the new node. Otherwise two cases are formed in 
case-I  when node produce a unreliable proof, the corresponding 
node is enrolled in nR column of RnR table and in case-II when 
node fails to provide certificate/ timeout, for both the cases ( 
case-I & case-II ) the current node is left and the next highest 
node from NATts table is selected to check the reliability. 

a)

b)

Fig.3:  a) shows the format of certificate verification packet and 
b) shows the certificate verifier packet.

E. Data seen table (DST)
Every node maintains a DST which contains the log of packet 
forwarded. It reduces the duplicate packet forwarding because 
Whenever a node receives a packet it check the information to its 
DST if information is found then it discard the packet otherwise 
information is inserted to DST and packet is forwarded. 

Table. 3 shows the format of DST

IV. Farthest Reliable and Efficient Node Selection 
Algorithm (FRENSA): The proposed algorithm 
A new approach is proposed which selects the farthest reliable 
efficient node for packet forwarding firstly a table of neighbor 
nodes is arranged with respect to their distance fro the sender 
node. The nodes having less power backup then Minimum 

Qualifying power value (MQp) are removed from the table NAT. 
then select the highest node and search it from RnR table to 
check its reliability if the node is in R column of RnR table 
then its our next node for forwarding the packet ( Farthest 
Reliable Efficient Node is Selected) and if the node is listed 
with nR column that means its an unreliable node we cannot 
trust on this node so leave that node and select the second 
highest node from NAT table and check out its reliability from 
RnR table. If the node does found in RnR table then off line 
certification is demanded to its parent node/multicast group 
by sending CVP (certificate verification packet). 

A. Network Awareness Table (time-stamp) maintenance 
Algorithm

B. Reliable un-Reliable Table Maintenance Algorithm 
(RnR)
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C. Farthest, Reliable, Efficient Node Selection Algorithm 
(FRENSA)

V. Conclusion
Reduction on overall communication head, selecting best 
reliable node for packet forwarding low power consumption and 
less processing always challenge the performance of   Mobile 
ad hoc networks. The proposed FRENS (Farthest Efficient 
Reliable Node Selection) algorithm selects the farthest node 
which can efficient enough and reliable in behavior.  Farthest 
node selection may reduce the number of hopes in between 
sender and final destination (performance improvement). 
Efficient characteristics nature may reduce the dynamic nature 
of routing (fast communication) and reliable node selection 
may provide a good quality of service (QoS).  
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